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Lab 1: Memory model, Dave, Vision 
 

 

The file "MESSD.C" contains the raw data of a series of measurements. The measuring probe consists of a 

proportional counter tube to register the radioactivity of the surroundings and a sensor for temperature. The 

measurements have been performed at an interval of 1 minute (every/each minute). 

 

"MESSD.C" will be added to your Vision-project and contains one complete series of measurements in an 

array. The elements of the array are of the type sens_typ which is declared in "MESSD.H" as follows: 

 
struct sensor_t { 

 unsigned long pulsrate; // pulse rate 

 double temp;   // temperature    

 unsigned ad10bit;   // voltage proportional to the current  

                              // of the radiation counter tube  

    // as a 10 Bit AD-Value, 5V reference voltage  

}; 

typedef struct sensor_t sens_typ; 

 
Besides the measurement data, "MESSD.C" provides following additional functions, whose prototypes are 

also declared in "MESSD.H": 
 

int GetNumber(void); 

 

//delivers (returns) the total number of all 

//measurement points 

sens_typ GetMeasData(int iNr); //returns the raw data of the measurement point 

//with index iNr  

 
The measurement data are stored in the Flash-EPROM of the system, therefore they are read only and can’t 

be changed. 

 

a) Transfer the raw data to the external RAM! 

Write an appropriate program using the programming language C! The arrays for recording the 

measurement values should be dimensioned for 500 elements maximum. Test the correct execution of 

the program step by step using the Debugger in the IDE (integrated development environment)! 

 

The calculation of the ambient dose rate (ADR is a measure for radioactivity in air - unit Sievert per hour, 

Sv/h) has to take into account the following correlation between the raw data and the measured variable.  

If the voltage which is proportional to the current of the radiation counter tube exceeds the threshold of 

0.4V, the ADR is to be determined from the current of the radiation counter tube using the following 

formula:   
 

 C*CeD   with:  D  ambient dose rate dim[μSv/h] 

   eC  counter tube constant dim [(μSv/h)/V
-½

 ] 

   C 10 Bit AD-Value using 5V reference voltage 

 

 Otherwise the impulse rate is taken as the base for the calculation of the ADR and, dependent on the 

temperature, the following determination of the measured variable is used: 
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   with: Du  uncorrected ambient dose rate dim[μSv/h] 

    R  Impulse rate dim[1/min] 

    eI  Susceptability dim[(μSv/h)/(1/min)]  
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                                                                                 dead time (counter tube constant) dim[min] 

 

 The temperature has to be considered as followed: 

 for T >= 20°C: D = Du *(2-20/T)  with:  D     ambient dose rate dim[μSv/h] 

      T     Temperature in °C 

 otherwise: D = Du 

 

The constants eC, eI and τ we need are available in the file "ODLkonst.h"  

 

b) Determine the measurements based on the raw data! Therefore develop a program-module "Calcul", 

that provides the function CalculAdrValue() and calculate for each measurement point the ADR-

value!   

Test via debugging! 

 

c) Determine the arithmetic mean and the median based on the measurement data set! Both of the 

functions CalcMean() and CalcMedian() – both part of the module "Calcul" – provide the required  

values. Transfer parameters are the start address of the measurement array and the number of 

measurements. 

 

Notes:  The Median is the measurement value, which is exactly in the middle of the 

measurements sorted according to size. This is for an odd number of measured values. 

                             In the case of an even number, the Median is defined as the arithmetic mean of both the 

measured values that are in the middle.   

 

For outputting to the LCD-unit, the function printf() can be used which is declared in <stdio.h>  

A precondition for using printf()is the appropriate initialization of the serial interface on the C164.  

This can be done most simply by means of  "Dave" (8Bit, without parity, 1 stop-bit, 9600 baud and setting 

the Transmit Interrupt Flags S0TIR = 1). 

 

d) Implement and simulate the displaying of the results for the arithmetic middle and the Median, test your 

program on the target afterwards! 

 

Our results for the given measurement data of the radiation tube are:  

 Arithmetic mean:  1992633 μSv/h 

 Median:  2610740 μSv/h 

 


